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ABSTRACT
Fundamental gaps exist in the understanding and observation of energetic particle precipitation (EPP),
a solar-terrestrial coupling mechanism that is vital for climatelogical modeling of the atmosphere and magnetosphere. The Atmospheric Effects of Precipitation through Energetic X-rays (AEPEX) mission is a 6U
CubeSat that will measure energetic electron spectra and X-ray images in order to quantify the spatial
scales and amount of energy input into the atmosphere, and therefore lost from the magnetosphere, via
EPP. AEPEX includes two instruments; AEPEX’s FIRE (Focused Investigations of Relativistic Electron)
instrument (AFIRE), a TRL 9 electron detector previously flown on the FIREBIRD mission; and the Atmospheric X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (AXIS), an instrument being developed at CU Boulder that will take
novel images and spectra of 50–300 keV X-ray photons. This work describes the AEPEX mission overview,
the detailed design and operation of AXIS, and initial test and calibration results.
INTRODUCTION

EPP also has myriad atmospheric influences that
are theorized to cause perturbative effects all the
way down to ground level from excess ionization of
the atmosphere to secondary particles produced by
the high energy electrons.3, 4 EPP is therefore an
important coupling mechanism between the Sun and
Earth’s magnetosphere and atmosphere.

The Atmospheric Effects of Precipitation
through Energetic X-rays (AEPEX) is a 6U CubeSat
mission that hosts two instruments to provide novel
X-ray images of Earth to quantify outer radiation
belt electron precipitation. Energetic particle precipitation (EPP) is a dynamic loss mechanism from
the radiation belts that has various anthropological impacts, ranging from satellite damage to radio
communication blackouts on Earth.1, 2 From a scientific perspective, EPP is responsible for depleting
the flux of radiation belt energetic particles, and can
serve as a proxy to study plasma wave activity in the
magnetosphere via wave-particle scattering modes
that deposit energetic particles into the atmosphere.
Berland

The AEPEX mission aims to answer open science questions about EPP, including the spatial extent of EPP events and the total amount of energy deposited into the atmosphere from EPP, both
of which are currently poorly constrained. These
data are vital for the accurate and consistent modeling of Earth’s magnetosphere and climate in wholeatmosphere models like WACCM-D.5, 6
1
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tion of electron energy, the neutral species, and the
interaction angle. Bremsstrahlung photons have the
possibility of being emitted in any direction, including away from Earth and into space, and are within
the X-ray regime, which makes Earth observations
in X-ray a useful proxy for electron precipitation.
Further, X-rays carry position and energy information in relatively straight lines from an EPP event to
a spacecraft, and do not suffer from the same magnetic deflection that radio waves or charged particles
might experience.

Figure 1: Geometry of Energetic Particle
Precipitation and the Outer Radiation Belt
Energetic particle precipitation occurs when
some fraction of the population of energetic electrons
that are typically trapped in the magnetosphere enter the “loss cone,” in particular the bounce loss cone
(BLC), which is an area of the particle phase space
in which electron bounce motion will reach a 100 km
altitude towards the Earth. This altitude provides
sufficient interaction between electrons and atmospheric neutrals such that the majority of that electron population is lost to the atmosphere. Various
interactions occur in the magnetosphere that force
electrons’ into the BLC, including wave-particle interactions that cause pitch angle scattering which
leads to diffusion of electrons into the BLC. Figure
1 shows the geometry of the outer radiation belts in
their toroidal shape, which extends energetic electrons down to low Earth orbit (LEO) altitudes. Lshell is a generalized coordinate used in magnetospheric physics that is constant along a magnetic
field line and maps approximately to latitude on the
surface of the Earth, and magnetic local time (MLT)
is a coordinate that maps to longitude.
Once they have entered the atmosphere, electrons lose energy through various scattering interactions. This is often modeled as a continuous energy
loss that’s proportional to the electron energy as the
particles enter the collisional regime of the atmosphere that encapsulates a variety of physics interactions. One such high energy interaction is called
Bremsstrahlung (“braking radiation”) in which an
energetic electron interacts with the nucleus of a
neutral atom and greatly decelerates the electron.
The heavier molecule is not accelerated significantly,
and in order to conserve energy a photon is emitted
(this is a simplified explanation using classical mechanics, see [7] and references therein for a more detailed explanation). Bremsstrahlung is a broadband
emission where the resulting photon energy is a funcBerland

Figure 2: CAD Renderings of the AEPEX 6U
CubeSat
Previous missions that have observed Earth in
the X-ray band include NASA’s Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite (UARS) which primarily imaged
auroral precipitation from 3–100 keV using pinhole
apertures.8 The PIXIE instrument on the POLAR
satellite measured 2–60 keV photons using multiple
pinhole aperture detectors, and obtained the first
global 2D images of electron precipitation.9 Previous to that, collimated spectra within 50–500 keV
were obtained from a spinning spacecraft, which resolved some spatial information.10 From within the
atmosphere, the Balloon Array for Radiation Belt
Relativistic Electron Losses (BARREL) mission detected downward scattered X-rays with coarse spa2
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tial resolution.11
AEPEX aims to provide comprehensive and
novel X-ray images in the 50–300 keV band over
the course of a year to perform a long-term study
of EPP during a variety of geomagnetic conditions.
The higher energy band also ensures that the mission will be imaging the more energetic particles and
Bremsstrahlung radiation that occur from near- and
ultra- relativistic electrons (sometimes referred to as
energetic electron precipitation (EEP)), as opposed
to auroral precipitation, which occurs via a different
mechanism.
EPP is studied with various techniques, including Monte Carlo energetic particle simulations, such
as the EPMC model and other radiation transport
codes that use satellite measurements of energetic
particle flux and spectra as upper boundary conditions, and propagate the energy deposition from
electrons into the atmosphere using various numerical methods.12, 13 EPP is observed, either directly
or indirectly, via satellite charged particle detectors
and or through secondary effects of EPP. For instance, atmospheric plasma density measurements
or atmospheric constituent measurements of odd nitric and odd hydrogen compounds (NOx and HOx )
that are mainly produced by the excess ionization
from EPP, can be inverted to estimate the total energy depostion of EPP that occurred in a spatially
constrained region.14, 15 Each of these methods suffer from significant inaccuracies or limitations that
perpetuate the uncertainty in various EPP parameterized inputs into other models. An inversion technique has been developed and is detailed in [16] to
combine the electron spectra, X-ray images, and Xray spectra to estimate the energy deposition and
excess ionization of the atmosphere from EPP in order to answer our science questions and constrain
EPP estimates for climatological modeling.17 The
work included here details the AEPEX mission operation, AXIS instrument development, and expected
results from the mission.

(down the magnetic field line) in order to measure
Bremsstrahlung photons that are produced from the
precipitating electrons that are effectively backscattered anti-Earthwards (in the anti-BLC) towards the
satellite. Through the novel X-ray spectra and images, and electron spectra and flux, the AEPEX mission aims to answer the following science questions:
Question 1: How much energy is deposited into
the upper atmosphere through EPP? How is it related to geomagnetic storm and substorm activity?
Question 2: What is the spatial scale of precipitating regions during EPP events? What does
this tell us about the total particle and energy flux
removed from the radiation belts and deposited in
the atmosphere?
See [19] for further reading and references therein
on the AEPEX science goals.
Table 1: Mission Parameter Table
Requirement

Reference Design

Altitude

400-600 km

500 km

Inclination

≥70◦

98◦

Eccentricity

≤0.02

0
11.7 kg CBE

Mass

≤14 kg

Average Power

≤37 W

26.5 W

Data

≤210 MB/day

151 MB/day

Ground System

UHF/S-band

LASP UHF & S-band

AXIS is a novel X-ray imager being developed
at CU Boulder which uses commercial-off-the-shelf
Cadmium-Zinc-Telluride (CZT) detectors to extend
measurements to 50–300 keV with 6.5% energy
resolution, a modified uniformly redundant array
(MURA) coded aperture optical system to increase
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and provide 200 km
spatial resolution,20 and polyethylene-tungsten-tin
graded-Z shielding to reduce the environmental radiation background on the detectors.
AFIRE is a set of two electron detectors; a near
2π detector and a collimated detector that fit within
a 1/2U volume. See [18] for details on the original FIREBIRD electron detectors, which are considered TRL 9 instruments. Besides varying the electron energy bins and measurement cadence, minimal
changes have been made to the detectors in order to
integrate them into AEPEX.
AEPEX will operate both of these instruments
polewards of 40 degrees latitude (i.e. above 40 degrees North and below 40 degrees South latitude)
in a high-inclination orbit that provides coverage in
magnetic local time, which is akin to longitude. A
full science measurement (electron flux and spectra,
X-ray images and spectra) will be taken every 10 sec-

AEPEX MISSION
The AEPEX mission consists of two instruments, AEPEX’s FIRE (Focused Investigations of
Relativistic Electron) instrument (AFIRE), a nearly
build-to-print copy of the electron detectors used
onboard the FIREBIRD mission,18 and the Atmospheric X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (AXIS), being
developed at CU Boulder. AFIRE points up the
magnetic field line (in the anti-Earthwards direction)
in order to measure the flux and spectra of precipitating and trapped electrons. AXIS faces Earthward
Berland
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onds as the spacecraft slews to maintain its optical
axis along the magnetic field line.

ATMOSPHERIC X-RAY IMAGING SPECTROMETER (AXIS) DESIGN

AEPEX uses the ClydeSpace S-band radio and
a UHF radio to transmit science and housekeeping data, respectively, to the Laboratory of Space
and Atmospheric Physics (LASP) ground station.
AEPEX’s high power requirements necessitate four
deployable and one body-mounted solar panel, with
each of the former containing 16 cells for a total
orbit-averaged power production of 26.5 W. The various components of AEPEX are shown in Figure
2, including the yellow “ruler” UHF antenna, the
deployable and body-mounted solar panels, AFIRE
on the top panel (two circular openings), and the
Earthward-facing panel is removed to show AXIS.
The large size and mass of AEPEX requires that a
capable attitude determination and control system is
employed: the Blue Canyon XACT system is chosen
for AEPEX.

The AXIS instrument consists of 12 Redlen,
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) detectors, originally purposed for medical and security imaging.
The number of detectors chosen for this mission
is motivated by the relatively low amount of signal photons produced via Bremsstrahlung versus the
abundant background due to the LEO space radiation environment. In order to produce the X-ray images that will be used to quantify the spatial scales
of EPP, coded apertures are placed over the detectors in order to focus the X-ray photons. Coded
apertures have their roots in astronomical imaging
of point sources in the far-field, and adaptions have
been made in order to image extended sources from
a CubeSat platform.
A variety of issues arise adapting COTS components for CubeSats, including the significant amount
of power needed to operate the 12 detectors, and in
turn the significant amount of heat that needs to
be removed from the instrument and radiated into
space. Through the testing performed AXIS will advance to TRL 6 before launch.
The various aspects of the AXIS instrument are
covered in detail in this section. Figure 4 shows a
cross-section view of the instrument, showing the Xray optics, collimators between detectors, two electronics boards, and the three layers of shielding.

The relatively large size (6U) of AEPEX is necessary to accommodate the size and mass of the Redlen
detectors, X-ray optics, and associated high-Z material shielding that reduces background radiation
counts on the detectors. A size, weight, and power
(SWaP) table is shown in Table 2, which details the
two science instruments and bus volume, mass, and
power draw.

Table 2: AEPEX SWaP Table
Item

Size

Weight

Power

AXIS

∼ 4U

6.1 kg

18 W

AFIRE

< 1/2U

0.3 kg

0.125 W

Bus

6U

6.6 kg

5W

Detectors
The detector selection is driven by the need to
image the high energy regime of photons produced
by the near- to ultra-relativistic electrons that produce Bremsstrahlung X-ray photons from the atmosphere. The Redlen M1770 Cadmium-Zinc-Telluride
(CZT) solid state detectors, which were originally
developed for medical and security X-ray imaging,21
are chosen for the AXIS instrument. Out-of-thebox, the detectors have a 50–300 keV photon energy range with 6.5% energy resolution (∼3 keV at
50 keV). The detector crystal is pixelated with 16
× 16 pixels such that each module has imaging capabilities, with each pixel having a maximum count
rate of 230 counts/second/pixel, for a total of 60,000
counts/second/detector. Pixels are spaced at a 2.46
mm pitch.
The Redlen M1770 have heritage in low pressure environments via the EPEx balloon mission,
which observed Bremsstrahlung X-rays from within
the atmosphere. Modification are necessary to make
these detectors space-compatible, including a stan-

AEPEX will launch no earlier than Quarter 4 2022
on a ride-share launch opportunity into an orbit
that will satisfy the missions minimum requirements.
These orbital requirements are detailed in Table 1.
The AEPEX cubesat will be in a low Earth orbit (LEO) at high inclinations (>70◦ ) with little to
no eccentricity in order to maintain the detectorto-object imaging distance and ensure a consistent
spatial resolution and field-of-view. As AEPEX is a
rideshare opportunity, there is some uncertainty in
the orbital characteristics, however AEPEX requires
an orbit that will allow for sufficient downlink time
for approximately 150 MB/day of data and 27 W
orbit-averaged power. The nominal altitude of 500
km is the reference altitude used in the spatial resolution calculations.
Berland
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dard conformal coating on the electronics boards.
A bake-out tank test with residual gas analysis revealed the need to replace a silicone thermal pad
that connects the ASICs and FPGA to the aluminum heat sink and mounting post. Additionally,
the metal posts were drilled and tapped in order to
precision mount the detectors within the instrument
housing.
Background radiation and charged particles from
the space environment will respond similarly to our
expected signal, so shielding is developed in order to
mitigate the background count rate.

terial is readily machinable and is likely to burn
up upon reentry, reducing the reentry debris risk
posed by pure tungsten. The material thicknesses of
polyethylene, tungsten-nylon, and tin are 15 mm, 6
mm, and 2.5 mm, respectively.
Table 3: AXIS Background Contributions

Instrument Shielding and Housing
In order to protect against background radiation
and charged particles depositing in the detectors and
causing background signal, shielding has been developed for AXIS. The shielding also acts as a housing
and mounting for the X-ray optics. The housing design chosen is graded-Z shielding, which mitigates
background signals better than the same mass of
any single homogeneous material.22 Additionally,
the “Z” here refers to the atomic number of the material.
Graded-Z shielding works by creating a gradient
in material Z number, which is related to the stopping power efficiency of a given material. Low density materials are effective at stopping the large flux
of low energy electrons that exist in an exponential
energy distribution, but are effectively transparent
to high energy electrons. There exists a tradeoff between collisional and radiative stopping power, in
particular a high-Z material like tungsten has great
stopping power against high energy electrons, but
in turn produces Bremsstrahlung and/or X-ray fluorescence (XRF) photons. Tungsten’s K-shell fluorescence lines are within 66–69 keV, which is within
the AXIS detection range.23 In order to reduce these
effects, a lower Z material is placed within the tungsten shielding, in this case tin. Tin’s highest energy
fluorescence lines are at 27–29 keV, which is below
the Redlen detection range.
A conformal coating will be applied on the inside
of the tin material to mitigate tin whisker growth
and to add a resistive layer in case of contact between the detector and inner shielding layer.
Although tungsten is one of the most effective
radiation shields, the material itself is difficult to
machine due to its high melting point and brittleness. A material chosen in place of pure tungsten is the Ecomass tungsten-nylon compound,24
which suspends tungsten powder particles within the
space-safe polyamide-12 epoxy compound. This maBerland

Source (Model)

Contribution
[counts/second/detector]

Trapped and
Precipitating Electrons
(AE-8 electron flux,
Demeter energy spectra)

∼10 – 100

Atmospherically
Backscattered Electrons
(Marshall, et. al. 2018,
EPMC Studies)

∼1 – 10

Galactic Cosmic Rays
(Nymmik, et al. 1996,
CREME86)

∼100

Cosmic X-ray Background
(Hasinger, et. al. 1996,
Gruber, et. al. 1999)

∼10

Detector Background
(Lab testing)

10 – 30

The 6 mm tungsten-nylon thickness is equivalent to
approximately 3.5 mm of pure tungsten, based on
the mass density of the Ecomass material material
of 13 g/cm3 (approximately that of lead) compared
to the pure tungsten density of 19 g/cm3 . Figure
3 shows a prototype version of AXIS containing one
sector of the instrument with graded-Z shielding surrounding 4 Redlen detectors with X-ray optics removed.

Figure 3: AXIS Instrument Prototype
The background sources considered in the simulations used to size the graded-Z layers include
galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), cosmic X-ray background (CXB), trapped and precipitating electrons,
5
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and atmospherically-backscattered electrons that do
not precipitate and are within the instrument’s fieldof-view. Mass limitations are also considered in the
shielding material and thickness optimization.
As the detectors consume approximately 1.1 W
of power each, there is a significant challenge in removing heat from the detectors to the outside of
the shielding and into the bus chassis. In order to
ensure a low thermal noise environment for the detectors within their operation limits of 0–30◦ C, a
“cold plate” is inserted between the shielding layers. This aluminum plate attaches directly to the
detector posts and allows heat to be conducted directly to the bus rails, where it’s then radiated out
into space. This thin plate offers a fair compromise
in that there’s a small solid angle that background
electrons would enter the instrument and the plate
effectively maintains the detectors within their operational temperature limits. EM A beryllium window
is included above the X-ray optics facing Earthwards
in order to reject electrons that are within the fieldof-view. This population is small relative to other
background electron sources, but the field-of-view of
the instrument offers the least protected portion of
the instrument. Beryllium is chosen since the low-Z
metal will most effectively mitigate electrons without creating Bremsstrahlung or XRF photons that
might lead to spurious imaging results, and it is a
common window material in high energy photon and
particle instruments. This window thickness of 2
mm can block ∼300 keV electrons while providing
over 97% photon transmission.

is, or is nearly, a perfect Dirac delta function. The
process of coded aperture imaging can be described
as a series of 2D convolutions:

Imaging

where finally Õij is the reproduction of the initial
object distribution. Õij is not equal to Oij due to
the encoded background noise Dij ⊗ B, but they approach each other in the case of no noise and perfect
image encoding. This is the fundamental theory,
with various caveats to coded aperture imaging described in [25]. The image reconstruction method
implemented for this data is shown in Equation 3
which describes the real part of the Fourier-space
multiplication (convolution) of the detector pattern
and decoder array.


Õij = R F −1 ( F(Iij ) ∗ F(Dij ) )
(3)

Iij = (Aij ⊗ Oij ) + B

where Aij is the aperture function (in this case a series of ones and zeros describing the transparent and
opaque elements at position (i, j), respectively), Oij
is the object distribution, and therefore Iij is the
pattern projected onto the detector (⊗ is the convolution operator). B is the mean of an additive
Poisson noise process that does not get encoded into
the detector pattern Iij since the majority of the
background counts come through the sides and back
of the shielding. To complete the analogy, a pinhole
imager’s aperture function Aij can be described as a
narrow step function or sharply peaked 2D Gaussian
that describes the size of the pinhole such that the
convolution described in Equation 1 nearly exactly
produces the original object distribution Oij .
However, unlike the pinhole imager, an additional step is needed to reconstruct the object distribution in the case of coded aperture imaging, as
the pattern projected onto the detector Iij is the encoding, or overlapping, of many pinhole images. In
order to retrieve the image, the raw detector signal is
convolved with the decoder function, in this case the
anti-pattern of Aij in the sense that Aij ⊗ Dij = δij
where δij is a Dirac delta centered on the image
plane.
Õij = Dij ⊗ Iij = Oij + Dij ⊗ B

One of the novel aspects of the AEPEX mission is the high-energy photon images that will be
generated from EPP Bremsstrahlung. High energy
photons, including gamma and X- rays, are difficult
to image due to their penetrating nature and their
proclivity to focus (scatter) only at oblique angles.
X-rays in astronomical imaging are traditionally focused using Wolter-type optical mirrors that require
large, high-Z (high mass) materials and have narrow
energy bands. It is impractical to image X-rays in
this method on a CubeSat platform due to the mass
and volume constraints.
In order to form coherent images, the X-ray focusing technique chosen for the AXIS instrument is
a coded aperture, simply explained as a pinhole imager with multiple pinholes that multiplex the object
distribution onto the detector plane. The specific
choice of open area elements must follow specified
patterns such that the point-spread function (PSF)
Berland

(1)

(2)

F and F −1 are the forward and inverse Fourier
transform operators, respectively, and R is the real
operator. Additionally, the detector pattern Iij
must be resampled to match an integer multiple of
the size of Dij in a process known as electronic focusing. Figure 5 shows on the left-hand side examples
of Iij for a point source and half-filled field-of-view
6
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Figure 4: Cross Section View of the AXIS Instrument

source, respectively, with the right-hand side showing the image reconstructions Õij . Note the banding
artifacts that develop as a result of the non-integer
scaling between mask element size and detector pixel
size, as well as the higher point source contrast in the
final image reconstruction. The point source image
has a Poisson SNR of approximately 40 while the
half-filled source has an SNR of approximately 30.
Decoder functions do not exist in general for arbitrary aperture functions, and of those that do exist,
few have the desirable quality of having their PSF
be a delta function. Of the existing masks, a Modified Uniformly Redundant Array (MURA) coded
aperture20 has the desired imaging qualities and is
selected for AXIS. The base pattern selected has
17×17 elements with a 50% open area fraction. In
particular, a No-Two-Holes-Touching (NTHT) variant is used which adds an opaque element between
each row and column such that no solid element is
left “floating” in the mask. This reduces the open
area fraction of the mask to 12.5% and makes the
mask 34×34 elements in dimension. This is done
primarily for structural reasons so that the mask is

Berland

secure during the vibrations induced during launch,
although there is a slight advantage in imaging extended objects with a lower open area fraction.
The mask thickness is 1.25 mm, which is chosen
via a tradeoff between the self-collimation effects of
a thicker mask and the penetrative photon attenuation of thicker tungsten material. The equation
in question that dictates the photon attenuation is
shown in Equation 4,
f (x) = f0 e−µ(E)ρ∆x

(4)

where µ(E) is the mass attenuation coefficient in
the specific material at a given photon energy, in
this case tungsten, ρ is the material density, ∆x is
the length that the photon transits within the material, and f0 and f (x) are the photon fluxes before
attenuation by the materially and at point x in the
material, respectively. In our case, µ is a function of
energy and ρ is fixed from our material selection.
The tradeoff is then that the approximately lower
half of energy bins (<50 – 160 keV) of AXIS provide low transparency (<1%), and the upper half
7
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of energy bins (160 – >300 keV) gradually higher
transparency, providing worse imaging quality (but
better Poisson SNR), in the upper energy bins with
no self-collimation of the 90◦ × 90◦ field-of-view.
The beryllium window that mitigates electron
background in the field-of-view is 97% transparent on average to X-rays within 50–300 keV. The
window therefore does not impede the X-ray signal
significantly. Additionally, tungsten-nylon collimators are placed between each detector to limit crossdetector photon signals.
A pinhole aperture reference imager is included
to provide one low-SNR image that will be downlinked separately. This reference image is used to
constrain the image inversion and identify artifacts
from the co-added image from the 11 other coded
aperture imagers.
As an additional note, any X-ray within the fieldof-view and in the 50–300 keV energy range should
come primarily from EPP. There are no other major natural X-ray emitters in this energy band besides terrestrial gamma ray flashes (TGFs), which
are more common at mid- to low- latitudes and are
microsecond-scale events.26 Earth’s X-ray albedo
over a range of energies is evaluated in [27] using
SWIFT Earth-occulting measurements that are used
to calculate Earth’s reflectance to solar and CXB
photons.

detector modules. The detector modules interface
immediately with an upper electronics board. The
upper board provides the required power and voltages to the detectors for operation, and connects to
the lower board which has a PIC32 microcontroller
that stores the most recent X-ray image and performs the initial processing of the data. The microcontroller also handles the Redlen module signals,
error codes, and produces and handles housekeeping
data that tracks the state of the instrument. Housekeeping data includes the programmed voltages and
detector temperatures and is also transmitted to the
bus and downlinked.
The Redlen solid state detectors require a high
voltage bias to be maintained across the CZT material in order to detect photons. A negative bias
potential of 500V is applied to each detector, with
associated electronics to support the supply and regulation of this voltage. The Redlen detector receives individual events, wherein an internal voltage threshold is passed and a photon arrival event is
registered. This event is then output to the microcontroller where it’s processed and converted into an
energy level and the pixel address is logged. Average
images that contain energy histograms are produced
by each instrument sector by the contained detector
every 10 seconds. Each sector, except for the sector
with the pinhole detector, then sums the four detector images. These images are then 16 pixel × 16
pixel × 16 energy bins “data cubes” of multispectral
images.
The two nominal sectors send their multispectral
images to the bus C&DH via RS-422 where they are
again summed to form single multispectral image.
The third sector that has the pinhole aperture detector will send an image with three detectors and a
reference pinhole image that’s sent down separately.
This describes the nominal science mode of AXIS
where every 10 seconds a total of two images are
produced, the summation of the 11 coded aperture
detectors and the 1 pinhole reference image.
AXIS is posed as a state machine and has various other states, including a calibration mode which
uses Redlen’s built-in test pulser, and various other
modes used for development and debugging.
A hot pixel detection algorithm is being developed in order to identify and correct for “hot” pixels,
which do not have a strict count number definition
in our case but are pixels that read out at a significant deviation above the rest of pixels and are
caused by electronic malfunctions. The advantage
yielded by summing multiple images to reduce the
impact of background noise is lost when a hot pixel
“washes out” the corresponding pixels from the 10

Figure 5: Example Coded Aperture Simulation Images
Electronics and Software
Two electronics boards are developed in order to
process and handle the data generated by AXIS. The
front-end electronics that perform the signal processing of photons are located within the Redlen M1770
Berland
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other detectors.
Additional capabilities include a heartbeat
packet that is transmitted to the bus C&DH every
30 seconds in order to ensure proper operation of
AXIS. The instrument also has the capability to recalibrate the energy coefficients in-flight using the
Redlen voltage test pulser.

can be thought of as a “spreading” of the SNR over
the image. Nonetheless, the coded aperture provides
SNR benefits in the EPP imaging scenario in all but
the most extended object cases, in which case a filled
FOV provides sufficient information in and of itself
about the spatial extent of EPP.
An additional benefit of this imaging scenario is
the dynamic motion of the spacecraft over the object that it is imaging. At approximately 7.5 km/s
velocity and 10 second image exposures, a 1000 km
× 1000 km field-of-view will have over 10 overlapping image segments. Similar to additional detectors
or increased exposure time, this overlapping will increase the SNR by the square root of the number of
overlapping image segments.
In order to determine signal photons versus background counts, we will assume that EPP X-ray object distributions are stationary on the timescales of
an AEPEX flyover (∼10’s of seconds to a minute)
and dynamic changes in the image are due to the
encoded noise. This, in addition to the flux and
spectra from AFIRE, will be used to estimate and
tightly bound the X-ray photon flux within the image.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
In this section, we review various signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) that have been used to quantify the
AXIS predicted image quality. We start with the
SNR from photons and background integrated spatially and over all energy bins in Equation 5, which
we will refer to as the Poisson SNR, since we assume
√
Poisson photon arrival statistics (yielding the N
dependencies seen). We further break this SNR out
into the Poisson SNR by energy bins, and we then
address the spatial information with the MURA
SNR formulation in Equation 6.
Equation 5 describes the SNR used to optimize
the shielding thickness by reducing the background
counts:
√
Nsignal ndetector ∆t
P oisson
SN R
=p
(5)
Nsignal + Nbackground
where Nsignal is the rate of signal photon arrivals,
ndetector is the number of detector with co-added images, ∆t is the imaging integration (exposure) time,
and Nbackground is the background count rate on the
instrument due to space radiation background and
intrinsic detector noise. From this equation, it can
be seen that the SNR will go up as a square root
with additional detectors or longer exposures.
Various other SNR formulations were used in
the development of the X-ray optics, including the
NTHT MURA SNR formulation referenced in [25].
This formulation is shown in Equation 6.
√
ψij Nsignal ndetector ∆t
N T HT M U RA
SN Rij
∝p
(6)
Nsignal + Nbackground

Figure
6:
Poisson
SNR
of
EPP
Bremsstrahlung versus EPP Signal Flux
In order to convert the flux to signal counts, we
assume that if a photon reaches 500 km altitude and
hits the instrument, it is within the field-of-view.
From EPMC modeling and photon raytracing, we
find that the photon upward angular distribution
is relatively uniform within the instrument’s large
field-of-view. We can then take the flux at AEPEX
altitudes and convert it into detector counts from
Equation 7.

where ψij = Oij /Nsignal ∈ [0, 1] is an image extent parameter (note that the total counts
Pand image distribution are related by Nsignal = i,j Oij ),
Oij is the object distribution from before, but more
specifically it is the average number of photons per
projected pixel grid as a function of spatial position
(i, j) within the field-of-view. ψij is therefore a measure of the compactness of the object.
This equation implies that compact objects are
more readily imaged by a coded aperture system,
and extended objects suffer a disadvantage. This
Berland

Nsignal = fEP P Adetector ρopen ηQDE ηwindow
9

(7)
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where fEP P is the signal flux in units of
photons/cm2 /second, Adetector is the detector area
of 16 cm2 , ρopen is the transparent (open) area fraction of Adetector of 12.5%, ηQDE is the quantum detection efficiency of 60%, and ηwindow is the beryllium window transmission of 97%. This leads to the
simple linear relationship of Nsignal = 1.2 · fEP P
counts/second/detector where the signal count rate
on the detectors are approximately the modeled flux
at 500 km over an EPP event.

above an EPP event are filtered out.
f1 (E) =

(8)

The backscattered photon energy distribution is
found to be a combination of an exponential and
power law energy distribution, which follows from
the approximate f (E)/E Bremsstrahlung spectra
from input distribution f (E), yielding Equation 8
divided by an additional factor of E, which drops
off faster than an exponential in the high-energy tail.
After photon propagation through the atmosphere,
the behavior is similar to a power law within the
detection range of AXIS, so a power law energy distribution of signal photons is used for simulation.

The pinhole imager SNR follows that stated in
Equation 5 and has no spatial dependency on the
object being imaged. This pinhole imager is implemented as a part of AXIS in order resolve extended
object ambiguity from the rest of the imagers.
Figure 6 shows the Poisson SNR from Equation
5 evaluated at three nominal EPP conditions using
105 electrons/cm2 /s/str flux and a sine pitch angle
distribution. An interesting note in this mission is
that the very electrons that produce the EPP signal
flux in the atmosphere also produce the unwanted
background signal in the detectors. Due to this coupling, the abscissa of the plot fully describes both
the expected signal and electron contribution to the
background. The remainder of the background contributions are relatively constant within the region of
operation of AEPEX, including the galactic cosmic
ray (GCR) background, which yields the majority of
the uncertainty in the error bars.

Energy Calibration

The background sources evaluated in the SNR
calculation are noted in Table 3. Note the electron
background is simulated in a 3D Monte Carlo simulation of the full instrument and spacecraft, and
the GCR and CXB contributions are calculated theoretically using the parameterized flux and shielding
attenuation. GCR secondaries are not considered in
this analysis.

Figure 7: Cobalt-57 Spectra with a Gaussian
Mixture Model Fit

The Energetic Particle Monte Carlo (EPMC)
model12 was used to determine the signal generated
from a typical EPP case. The simulation for the
background electrons uses an exponential energy distributions with folding (mean) energy parameter E0
from equation 8 of 100, 200, and 300 keV. These
folding energies are chosen based on DEMETER observations from a range of nominal EPP events.28

A cobalt-57 radioactive source is used to calibrate the energy response of the detector to photons.
Cobalt-57 emits photons predominately at 122 keV
and 136 keV via beta capture. A small flux of beta
particles are emitted in addition to photons, however they are quickly absorbed in air.29 We use a
Gaussian mixture model to fit the energy spectra
and generate linear fit coefficients, i.e. the m and
b coefficients of a E = mD + b scaling per pixel,
where D is the raw signal level and E is our output energy. Figure 7 shows the cobalt-57 source and
the two fitted mixands. Note the Compton shoulder
that develops at energies lower than the peak due
to secondary electrons (not attributed to the primary electron-hole signal production) generated in

The spatial and angular distribution of upwardpropagating photons is also tracked, starting from
an infinitesimally thin beam of electrons. We found
when photons propagate upwards they transit the
minimum distance through the attenuating atmosphere and therefore photons that are not propagating radially outwards from the Earth and collocated
Berland
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the detector material. This method is validated on
one detector and has been automated for systematic
calibration of the prototype and flight instruments
FUTURE TESTING
The following tests summarize the work remaining before the AXIS instrument is at TRL 6 and
ready to integrate into the spacecraft:
• X-ray Imaging Tests
– System point-spread
characterization

function

(PSF)

– Extended object imaging
– Simulation of galactic X-ray sources for
on-orbit performance evaluation
Figure 8: Cobalt-57 Disk Source Coded Aperture Image

• Thermal Vacuum (TVAC) Tests
– Thermal stress cycling

There exist various galactic and extra-galactic
hard X-ray sources that AXIS will be sensitive
to. The AEPEX mission will leverage these nonterrestrial X-ray sources in order to assess the inflight performance of the AXIS instrument. This
procedure will be done periodically and compared to
the simulated images in order to determine if there
have been optical shifts during launch, energy calibration drifts, or other unforeseen degradation in
the imaging performance.

– Thermal detector noise characterization
– Source testing in vacuum
• Goddard Electron Beam Tests
– GEANT4 verification and validation
– Redlen detector electron response characterization
Imaging Testing
Imaging testing will be used to characterize the
performance of AXIS and verify the image reconstruction method. The X-ray sources used for the
energy calibration are concentrated in 0.25 inches
within a 1 inch plastic disk, which is essentially a
point source at significant enough distances from
the detector. By bringing multiple point sources
together, the system point-spread function can be
determined along one axis by noting the point at
which two point sources are indistinguishable from
each other. Figure 8 shows a single disk source held
10 cm from the detector plane for a 30 second exposure, yielding a Poisson SNR of approximately 15.
By using long exposures and periodic motion of
the point source within some angular region of the
field-of-view, extended sources can be created in laboratory testing. Iterative methods can be used to
increase the final image quallity, and an expectation
maximization method is being developed to combine the information from the low-SNR pinhole image, the high-SNR coded aperture image, and the
dynamic motion of the spacecraft that will overlap
multiple images.
Berland

Thermal Vacuum Testing
As noted in the Instrument Shielding and Housing section, the thermal performance of AXIS is critical to proper operation of the instrument. There
exists some variation in thermal behavior based on
the orbital parameters of AEPEX, so worst-case cold
and worst-case hot situations are established and
the design looks to accommodate those cases. The
worst-case cold scenario is of little concern under
full battery charging situations as the detectors act
as their own 1 W heaters and can be duty cycled to
maintain survival temperatures. However the worstcase hot scenario provides other challenges.
Similarly to infrared detectors, the Redlen detectors experience less thermal noise counts at cooler
temperatures. We find that noise counts increase
approximately linearly with temperature within the
operating regime of 0-30◦ C, and then past a certain
critical temperature, the noise counts increase exponentially. With this in mind, we aim to minimize the
temperature of the Redlen detectors within the operational range. Modeling is compared with thermal
11
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vacuum (TVAC) results in which a platen is driven
to a specified temperature and the thermal behavior
of the detectors is monitored. We find the thermal
attachment to the bus in the prototype instrument
case is a consistent 10◦ C cooler than the detectors,
which is fed back into the thermal model. This behavior is expected of the flight instrument as well.

and spectra generated from EPP in order to quantify the spatial scales and energy deposition of precipitation into the atmosphere over a variety of geomagnetic conditions over the 1 year nominal mission. An inversion method has been developed to estimate the precipitating flux and spectra of an EPP
event that would generate the observed X-ray spectra and flux such that electron flux and spectra can
be estimated. These data can be used as accurate
inputs into magnetospheric and climatelogical modeling, and can also be used in scientific studies in its
own right.
This dataset can be used in conjunction studies
with other radiation belt-observing missions in order
to provide synergistic studies of wave-particle interactions, atmospheric chemistry, and radiation belt
dynamic behavior.
The novel instrument AXIS that’s being developed at the University of Colorado Boulder will be
the first miniaturized X-ray imager and spectrometer flown aboard a CubeSat and will pave the way for
similar mission that observe Earth and space in the
hard X-ray band with low size, weight, and power
requirements.

Goddard Electron Beam Testing
In order to validate and verify the GEANT430
shielding results, the prototype instrument will be
tested in the NASA Goddard Radiation Effects Facility (REF) where they have electron and ion accelerators capable of energies up to 1.7 MeV. An
additionally benefit of this testing is to characterize
of the Redlen detectors to electrons. It has been assumed throughout simulation and analysis that photon and electron energy deposition in the CZT material is similar enough to bin similar energy photons
and electrons into the same bin. The response to a
monoenergetic electron beam is shown in Figure 9.
GEANT4 modeling results of
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